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Plan Z
Why would anyone need a “Plan Z” ?

The truth is my “Plan A”
was to get a good education, good job, and “live happily ever after”
Army Combat Tank Commander, Newspaper District Manager, and more.....

That worked for a while (15 years). Then I moved on.....

I went to “Plan B”, and started my own real offline business, selling and installing 
satellite dishes. Big ones, small ones, popular ones, and unique ones. 13 Years.
That worked great UNTIL the great collapse of the economy in 2008.

But, I Loved Working For Me!

Next I started on “Plan C” and got involved in all sorts of things online, as jobs and 
business opportunities dried up offline. Vitamins, travel certificates, blogs.....etc.
Too many games and gimmicks. Upgrades, false promises, (at least for me) and just 
plain MORE of MORE, MORE, MORE.
Not More Income, as I desired, just more work and expense.
More time learning different things: programming, coding, marketing, and MORE.
Those were Plans C, D, E, F, and MORE.....
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I learned many things, and made money, so it wasn't all a “waste”. It was an education.

Hello.
My name is Zack Darcey. ← (click to contact me on Facebook)
I live in beautiful Reno, Nevada with my wife of 30 years. My 2 grown children live in 
Reno also.
My life, like many of you, has been filled with ups and downs. That’s just the way life 
goes, most of the time. 

Since I couldn’t find a better way to help people get out the rut, I decided to create one.
Create a system that was legal, and easy, and affordable, and remain profitable for the 
long run. To help as many people as I could, afford the better things in life, or just to be 
able to buy braces for their children or grandchildren. Get out of debt. Travel. Retire.
My daughter’s braces cost $4,200 years ago, and it hurt our budget at the time. But we 
knew we wanted her to have a great smile forever! So we sacrificed. It worked.

I don’t want people to have to choose between braces and food. Between a trip to the 
beach or a picnic in the park. More money doesn’t cure problems, but it does offer 
choices, makes life easier, and more enjoyable, for many. 
And DEBT certainly causes a LOT of PROBLEMS!

The biggest problems I found in online marketing were
It is ever evolving, New website techniques and formats, mobile phone integration, 
“funnels” and so many more things that meant 

YOU COULD NEVER BE AN   EXPERT AT EVERYTHING   By YOURSELF!  
So LET OTHERS HELP...and they will 
even if their only motivation was GREED.

And Training others to replicate my actions and desires proved to be a chore.
So it had to simple.

“LIGHT BULB MOMENT”

They all had just one thing in common.......   ADVERTISING   

Everyone Needs Advertising It works for Google, Facebook, Ford, IBM, Allstate, and 
every other business, charity, opportunity, etc. out there. So it could work for anybody.
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And make it BOTH an advertising vehicle and an income opportunity in ONE 
simple and affordable program.  Welcome to Leveraged Ads & Income Solution.

I want millions to free themselves from DEBT, without going deeper into it.
It simply is NOT NECESSARY. 
My brother and I created an advertising platform that costs $600 for 1 YEAR. That's it.

NO MONTHLY BILL
Here's how simple it works:
You pay $600 cash, by mail, to LAD15.  I know that sounds sketchy, and old fashioned 
but there is a method to our madness. NO CREDIT Card debt. NO Fees or frozen 
accounts from “processors”. NO Chance for UPGRADES, OTOs etc. Cash is REAL

There are NO REFUNDS. Cash by mail makes that point really clear for everyone.
The United States Postal Service has very strict laws about mail fraud & we comply.

We then give $100 of that to each of the 5 advertisers you see on the page you visited 
(each person has their own unique page). 
#1 was the person directly responsible for bringing you this opportunity.

You will NEVER have to send in another payment.
No credit card information is ever taken or accepted. That would eliminate some people.
We want everyone to have the ability to lift themselves up.

You then post your ad. Advertise a business you are already involved with. A charity. 
Your Facebook page. No biz even needed to start. Use our 100% FREE examples.

Then get YOUR OWN PAGE, with your ad in the #1 spot, out there in the world to 
people who might be interested in YOUR AD! You are also advertising for the other 4 
advertisers on your page, accidentally. You are also advertising our advertising & 
Income opportunity, again, accidentally.

Here’s the kicker. I may have used my Facebook friends. You may use YouTube. 
Someone you sign up might have an Instagram following. My ad gets exposure to all of 
these sources I did not have to learn or use. As will your ad, too, once you get it started. 

Our feeling is that if you can't make advertising work for you in 1 year....QUIT. 
That goes for any program out there, in my opinion. 
By design, we want you to work your butts off for 1-3 months, then relax. Enjoy Life.

That gives you an entire year to come up with enough exposure of your page to gain 
ONE, just ONE, new advertiser. Although we do suggest that you get 5 or 10 or even 
15!



2=$200  5=$500 10=$1,000  15=$1,500 UPFRONT-your own EFFORT

That's a “No-Brainer” for most people trying to start an income from home. 
Or grow an opportunity they may already be involved with. 
Many can have their 1st customer within an hour of activation.

(Facebook/Email/In person/upline/downline/Instagram/Twitter, etc)
Maybe even 10 or more. Advertising is a product that everyone needs and uses.

Put the effort of CROWD-SOURCING into your Advertising Efforts!

That is a simplified 10 x 1,000 example. You may do better or you may do worse.
Those you sign up may do better, or they may do worse. 

No matter the actual numbers, others will help get your message out 
while only try to help themselves.

The perfect Crowd-Sharing formula.
For Both Your Advertising

and Your Income
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The following chart shows a “perfect numbers scenario” regarding AdSpot sales Only
Not including the profit you may gain from your Ad itself (just the vehicle)
NOTE: “Perfect numbers scenarios” rarely come true YOUR RESULTS WILL VARY

YOU ARE NOT LIMITED TO 10. Get More. Get Less That's on YOU.

Who would not buy $600 (1-time) worth of advertising for the chance to be a: 

Very Very Comfortable
in The Next Year?
https://lad15.com

What if You Could ONLY GET 1 ?
If you only get 1, you get $100 back. You are now $500 poorer than when you started.
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But, because of our WEalthSHARE® system, 

       it's not over       
IF that 1 person gets 10, they make $1,000. 

(Not even counting results from whatever they are advertising)
You would get 10 $100 payments ($1,000) as your ad is in the #2 spot on their page.

You now have been paid back on your advertising investment, PLUS $500 PROFIT
And to be honest, you didn’t work too hard, just getting 1.

IF those 10 also got 10 each, you would have 100 people paying you $100 ($10,000) 
for displacing your #3 spot. That’s already good enough for many.

IF those 100 also got 10 each, you would have 1,000 people paying you $100 
($100,000) for displacing your #4 spot. More than 90% of people online.

And IF those 1,000 also got 10 each, you would have 10,000 people paying you $100 
for displacing your #5 spot. Total Financial FREEDOM-A CASH MILLIONAIRE!!

From Just ONE $600 ad sale! Would you RENEW for another YEAR?
So just make sure you get at least 1 person who really wants to change their life!

  But don’t depend on others to get 10. Get 10 yourself and get your own profit!  
You’ve GOT A WHOLE YEAR!

Go Ahead. Spend $600 Now for a chance at changing your entire life!
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